
How Swyft Works.
A Guide for Delivery 
Service Providers



You deliver your best every 
single day. Unfortunately,
the industry doesn’t 
always return the favor. 

Today’s delivery service providers often rely on 
overflow from major carriers, resulting in lack
of package volume, unpredictable workload, 
revenue fluctuations and not being paid out  
for full scope of delivery when package volume  
is less than predicted. 

Fortunately, there’s a Swyft solution. 



You deliver the packages. 
We’ll deliver the opportunities.
Swyft combines intelligent software, decades of 
experience building logistics products at Amazon 
and Shopify, and partnerships with carriers like 
you to offer one-day delivery. Instead of using 
the major carriers, our clients rely on you!

The benefits: 
• More volume
•  Up to 20% higher route density -  

comingle your volume!
• Favorable factoring options 
• Integrate directly into
 -  Xcelerator 
 -  CXT
 -  E-Courier
 - And More!



Getting started with Swyft is fast,  
easy and FREE. 

Qualification 
Fill out a brief form here and upload your  
coverage zips. We’ll review it within 24 hours  
to make sure we’re a good match. Once we 
confirm you are a match, we’ll assess your  
fleet size, insurance limits, delivery region, 
per-package pricing, performance and more. 

Approval 
After you’re approved, you’ll set up your profile 
in just a few clicks. If you need help or have 
questions, our customer support team is there 
for you 24/7. And remember, there is no fee  
to get started. Period. 

Acquiring New Business & Routes
We do the legwork to integrate our clients  
and you. We’ll also walk you through a 
brief onboarding process when we obtain  
new customers so you can easily coordinate  
pick-up.

A Swyft start. 
 

https://s9a1ai8pcy8.typeform.com/to/DSNWOsOk?typeform-source=www.google.com 


Ready to see real growth at work? Here’s what 
working day–to-day with Swyft looks like: 

Pick-up Preparation
After you complete the onboarding process, 
you’ll be ready for pick-up or receiving just as 
you would any other day. Your workflow won’t 
be interrupted as Swyft integrates directly with 
major courier software management systems, 
including Xcelerator, CXT, E-Courier and more. 
        
Delivery
Make your first scan within two hours of  
package receipt, and upload a picture  
when the package is delivered. 

Delivering the Best
On Time Delivery: 98%
Package Loss Rate <0.5%.

If you exceed these requirements,  
you’ll receive a bonus!

Swyft at work.  
 



With Swyft you get more of what you want. 

Guaranteed Earnings* 
Once your bid is accepted at an agreed 
 upon volume, we’ll guarantee your minimum 
earnings. We’ll pay out on-time and at the 
guaranteed amount, even if the volume comes 
in less than the original scope of work.  
We also offer favorable factoring options  
for your other businesses. 
*for select partners

        
A Workday (and Future) on Your Terms
Instead of relying on Amazon, FedEx, UPS or 
USPS for work, you’ll have the opportunity to 
run and grow your business, your way. 

More is more. 
 



Stop relying on overflow for your business. Partner with Swyft to work directly with retailers 
for more packages, and more possibilities than ever before.

Contact us at carriers@useswyft.com

Direct Connection to retailers. 
Increased volume. 
Guaranteed earnings. 
Get the total package. 


